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Abstract: Node starvation wireless sensor network (WSN) is a
critical factor that affects the overall performance in a typical
multi-hop linear network especially in an extensive scale
network. The unfairness of sharing network resources with all
source nodes in a multi-hop linear network amplifies the node
starvation that often results in passive nodes in a network. This
factor becomes critical with the increasing network density,
aggressive data transfer, single destination node and inadequate
data scheduling. This paper highlights the Delayed
acknowledgement timeout for flat one-tier throughput critical
application model (DAT-FTCAM) a mathematical fairness
model that ensure maximum throughput fairness for pipeline
network scenario. The DAT-FTCAM enables the users to
calculate the maximum delayed acknowledgement timeout for
transmission control protocol (TCP) proportional to the travel
time or difference between a source and a destination node. The
implementation of DAT-FTCAM technique with modified TCP
parameters on NS2 has revealed a network fairness index of
above 0.99 with optimum network performance in a scalable
pipeline network. The DAT-FTCAM decreases data packet
collision and eliminates passive nodes in a pipeline network with
optimum throughput fairness.
Keywords : Delayed acknowledgement, Fairness index,
Pipeline network, TCP.

that relays real-time data (measurements) from sensors
located on critical pipeline points to a remote monitoring
station where data analysis is performed [1, 3]. The
transportion of a valuable data from the chain-like sensor
arrays to the monitoring station, a routing algorithm
predefines a communication path between sensor nodes to a
destination node on a multi-hop linear topology. Thus, full
deployment of WSN on pipeline network prompts to a series
of performance related issues especially on resources sharing
among source nodes [4-7]. Generally, a multi-hop linear
WSN has severe performance degradation issues especially
on network fairness using the Transmission Control Protocol
(TCP) [8-10]. The network unfairness in TCP is a chain like
an effect caused by node starvation, network density,
aggressive data transfer, single destination node and
inadequate data scheduling in a multi-hop linear topology. In
a practical implementation, node starvation contributes
towards passive nodes or nodes without data transmitting
opportunity that degrades the network fairness as well as the
overall network performance. The generated data packets
from sensor nodes Nn and the respective data travel time
factor is indicated in time t to a centralised destination node
ND as illustrated in Figure 1 [4].
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Fig. 1. The effect of data travel time in a typical pipeline
network (linear topology)
In a real scale implementation, the travel time factor from
data packet generation (source node level) to reach a
destination node is subjected to the distance as shown in
Figure 1 that effects the network fairness at time t+1. In such
an architecture, improper data transfer rate and aggressive
data transfer effects will amplify at time t+2 that results in
source node starvation commonly among nodes located
further away from the destination node [9-13]. It is a crucial
issue in a multi-hop linear topology that leads to data packet
loss and it's a waste of network resources.
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II. TCP AND RELATED WORKS ON NETWORK
FAIRNESS
In many IEEE 802.11 wireless network-based application,
TCP is a popular protocol where is regarded as a
high-performance protocol with congestion collapse
avoidance can be achieved [14-16]. The fundamental
operation of a TCP is to organise the data packet sending rate
at an optimum state in a WSN. The advertised window is
affiliated to the destination node while the congestion
window is designed to overseas the utilisation of bandwidth
for data packet transmission at the source node. In the recent
of TCP version, multiple algorithms are incorporate as stated
in (RFC 5681) for congestion avoidance, slow-start, fast
retransmit, and fast recovery [14, 15]. The Round Trip Time
(RTT) as stated in RFC 2988 in TCP is known as one
complete cycle time to send a data packet from a source node
to a destination node with an acknowledgement packet
returned to the respective sender [17]. An estimated RTT
value used for the retransmission timeout (RTO) on a
conventional TCP mechanism. In recent years, researchers
have been working to enhancing TCP performance especially
in congestion handling, handling of packet loss, decreasing
errors etc. [12, 18]. Therefore, several types of TCP
algorithms are commonly available for users as required by
the application.
The research on TCP has mainly focused on new
protocols, techniques, applications and devices for achieving
optimal fairness outcomes. The authors in [19] have
suggested TCP-Optimal Queue Selection a dual queue
technique with an optimal queue selection mechanism. In
this technique, two independent queue mechanism is
designed to hold the data packets in one queue while the
acknowledgement packets on the second queue. The ideal
queue size is defined by priority or probability to achieve
better fairness in a network. In the priority scheduling, the
acknowledgement packet is being priorities. While in the
probability scheduling, the selection of queue referring to
ideal queue size and queuing delay as for an
acknowledgement packet is derived. The author in [12]
designed Adaptive Delay Window on TCP (TCP-ADW) to
reduce generated acknowledgement packets that are an
accomplishment with an ideal dynamic delay window. The
delay window designed within the cycle time that prevents
the transmission timeout at the sender. This condition
becomes void if the retransmission timer expires or the
recipient enlarges the delay window based on the data rate.
The Adaptive Delayed ACK Mechanism (ADAM) was
designed by [10, 20] to accurately adjust TCP parameters to
achieve higher throughput fairness as well as to reduce frame
collisions. The author in [10, 20] then enhanced ADAM to
ADAM+ to further improve throughput fairness in a network
by eliminating the request to send (RTS) and the clear to send
(CTS) packets. Another technique from the same author is
ADAM in shorter node distance (ADAM-snd) designed for
two sender nodes in the same communication range.
ADAM-snd has a probability of bypassing its intermediate
node that can reduce the network RTT value. Both ADAM+
and ADAM-snd uses the fundamental concept and
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configuration of ADAM. The author in [21] designed the
delayed cumulative acknowledgement (TCP-DCA) a
technique with variable delay window size that changes to
the generation TCP acknowledgement packet based on hop
counts. Hop count or path length metrics that refers to the
distance is used to control the delay window size for
acknowledgement packets generated to the source nodes. The
cooperation between channel access control along with TCP
Rate Adaptation (CATRA) [22, 23] is designed to regulate an
ideal Contention Window (CW) size that is used to the
control station contention. With the modified CW size helps
to achieve better per-station fairness along with the channel
utilisation information relayed to the transport layer that
adjusts the TCP sending rate to achieve per-flow fairness.
The author in [15] designed TCP-Vegas-W a technique to
decrease aggressive window size for a multi-hop network.
This technique helps to operate the congestion window at an
appropriate level. Another technique called Monitoring
Delayed Acknowledgment (TCP-MDA) introduced by [12]
that interact with both TCP as well as MAC layer to
minimise the acknowledgement packets through channel
condition monitoring.
III. DELAYED ACKNOWLEDGEMENT TIMEOUT
MODEL FOR THROUGHPUT FAIRNESS CRITICAL
APPLICATION
This paper proposes the delayed acknowledgement
timeout for flat one-tier throughput critical application
model (DAT-FTCAM) designed for a TCP agent (recipient)
with one receiver node in a multi-hop linear topology.
Generally, the normalised throughput fairness index of 1.0
(100%) is the desired value among source nodes in a
multi-hop linear topology. This is often related to one
receiver node with multiple source nodes and incrementing
distance (meters) in linear.
In a wireless network, throughput is defined as the
received data (total data packets) at a recipient in per unit
time that is measured in bits/sec. In a wireless network,
throughput is a critical parameter that represents the network
capacity in terms of data transfer with the available
resources. The average throughput (Kbps) in a network is as
shown in equation (1) [4, 10] where PS represents packet size
(defined in the simulation setup), RPi represents total
received data packets for nn number of source nodes and
tEnd- tStart represents the ∆ Duration t within the simulation
duration.

(1)
The throughput fairness index in a network is calculated
from individual throughput from source nodes as shown in
Jain’s equation (2) [4, 10, 24] Where ni represents the
normalised throughput (Kbps) for n flows with N represents
the number of nodes.

(2)
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The desirable throughput fairness index of 1.0 indicates a
network has 100% normalised throughput fairness in the
network. The proposed technique in this paper deploys; (1)
hop count (total travel cost in a network) between a source to
destination node.

(2) to control and decrease packet collision in a multi-hop
linear topology.
A. Data travel cost in a network and the delayed
acknowledgement mechanism
The DAT-FTCAM considers the hop count (based on
RTT) in time (t) among respective source nodes in a
dedicated path (either odd path or even path whichever has a
higher hop count) from a destination node. Generally, the
hop is a unit count that is needed for a source node to transfer
the data to its neighbouring node or beyond that is subjected
to communication range and node separation from one
another in the network. Generally, the hop count is
calculated based on node distribution (meter) and hops
required to move a data to a destination node in a network.
Figure 2 represents a pipeline network with On/En source
nodes and ND as the destination node [4]. (s) can send paper
in the given email address of the journal. There are two email
address. It is compulsory to send paper in both email address.
n hops

1 hop
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Fig. 2. A pipeline network with DAT-FTCAM
Figure 2 shows all nodes in a network uniformly
distributed at d in meters with a maximum communication
range is 2d in meters. This setup enables a node to bypass a
neighbouring node to transfer the data packets forward.
Therefore, a minimum number of hop count (Hcmin) and a
maximum number of hop count (Hcmax) for Figure 3 or
similar network can be calculated from equation (3) and (4)
respectively [4]. The value in Di represents the separation
between a source to a destination node, d represents the
distribution of nodes (in meter) and R represents the
maximum communication range (in meter).
(3)
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(4)
In the DAT-FTCAM, the value of RTT is multiplied with
the total hop count to calculate an optimal delayed
acknowledgement timeout for a set of source nodes based on
the distance in a network. The total hop count and the factor
of the transition period (n) in-between received data packets
and generation of acknowledgement packets is an important
parameter in determining the delayed acknowledgement
timeout for respective source nodes as in equation (5-6).
Equation (5) indicates the value of n can be determined by the
number of interleaving path (Referring to Figure 2 the n was
set to one) in parallel to the calculated path.
The concept of transition time/phase was introduced in
DAT-FTCAM to give room for any outstanding data packets
on queue to be delivered to the destination node. The
equation in (5 - 6) can be used to calculate the needed delayed
acknowledgement timeout for respective source nodes to
achieve optimal throughput fairness index in a certain
network. Where Fair cycle time (t) represents a cycle time
needed for nn number of source nodes and Hi represents the
hop count for nn number of source nodes.

(5)
The delayed acknowledgement timeout can be derived
from equation (6) from the increasing sequence of source
nodes arranged in linear as shown in Figure 2 or similar
network to achieve optimal throughput fairness index.
Where DACKnn represents the value used by the delayed
acknowledgement timeout mechanism for nn number of
source nodes in a linear arrangement (odd and even) and
RTTnn is the respective source node RTT value referring to
the sequence of location in a linear arrangement.
(6)
With the proposed DAT-FTCAM, optimal throughput
fairness index were achieved with the data transmission
chronology by source nodes are in control with the delay
acknowledgement timeout for the entire duration. Data
packet collision is normal in a wireless system, particularly
in a network with high data rate. Generally, packet collision
results in unexpected data packet dropped that reduces the
throughput fairness index as well as the waste of network
resources. To retain a throughput fairness index of 1.0
among source nodes and to minimize the packet collision, the
advertised window (awnd) buffer was set to one. The
advertised window can avoid overflow (from source nodes) of
network resources at a destination node. On the other end, a
congestion window (cwnd) can avoid over sending data
packets (from source nodes) than the permitted allocation.
The congestion window is predefined and controlled by a
TCP congestion control algorithm during active network
period. The mathematical formulation in DAT-FTCAM is
best implemented with a DI-LSR routing algorithm [4] for a
series of source nodes in a
pipeline network. The DI-LSR
is a routing algorithm with low
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B. Data and acknowledgement packet
DAT-FTFCAM in a pipeline network

flow

with

The data packet sending and receiving acknowledgement
packet sequence with a transition waiting period in
DAT-FTCAM with six source nodes (odd path: O1 to On,
even path E1 to En) is as shown in Figure 3 [4]. Referring to
Figure 3, all source nodes (O1/E1/O2/E2/On/En) initiates
the
first
data
packet
(Data-O1/Data-E1/Data-O2/Data-E2/Data-On/Data-En)
transmission at time t+1 to the destination node (ND) at the
start of each 1 Sum H cycle (t) or fair cycle time (t). The
generated data packets (Data-O1/Data-E1) from source
nodes (O1/E1) requires one hop to the designated destination
node (ND) in sequence no. 1 at a duration of one RTT where
else for the generated data packets (Data-O2/Data-E2) from
source nodes (O2/E2) requires two hops through the
intermediate node (O1/E1) to reach the destination node
(ND) in sequence no. 2 with two RTT value. The generated
data packets (Data-On/Data-En) from source nodes (On/En)
requires three hops through the intermediate node (O2/E2
and O1/E1) to reach the destination node (ND) in sequence
no. 3 with three RTT value. Based on the mathematical
formulation of DAT-FTCAM, the first acknowledgement
packets (Ack-On/Ack-En) at sequence no. 4 will be
generated at the destination node (ND) with three hops
required through the intermediate node (O1/E1 and O2/E2)
to reach the respective source nodes (On/En) at the edge of
seven RTT value. In the second acknowledgement packets at
sequence no. 5 (Ack-O2/Ack-E2) from the destination node
(ND) requires two hops to reach the respective source nodes
(O2/E2) at the edge of seven RTT value. For the third and
final acknowledgement packets at sequence no. 6
(Ack-O1/Ack-E1) from the destination node (ND) requires
only one hop to reach the respective source nodes (O1/E1) at
the edge of seven RTT value.

in a linear topology. The simulation environment was
re-created to match a real-life application (stationarily placed
in the uniform distance) with two random function which is
for data packet start time (0.0 – 0.5 seconds) and
non-sequence chronology of a source nodes. The simulation
setting and parameters for DAT-FTCAM, AODV+ and
DSDV+ is as described in Table-I.
Table-I: NS2 simulation parameters
Parameters
Channel type/MAC type/Radio
propagation model
Interface queue type
Source nodes

Agent type/Traffic type

RTS/CTS

Disabled in all conditions

Packet size/ Simulation duration/
RX Thresh/CS Thresh

125 meters/250 meters/512 bytes/500
seconds

Max packet in ifq

The simulated results are from an average of five cycle
runs with a selection of seed values between 1-15. The results
obtained for DAT-FTCAM incorporated with DI-LSR were
compared with AODV+ (reactive protocol) and DSDV+
(proactive protocol) using the fairness mechanism proposed
in [7] on the following metrics:
A. Throughput fairness index
The results on throughput fairness index shown in Figure
4 indicates that DAT-FTCAM has normalised fairness of
above 99% among all source nodes as compared to AODV+
and DSDV+ in the network.
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Fig. 4. Graph on throughput fairness index against the
number of source nodes

2nd cycle

Fig. 3. Timing diagram with the implementation of
DAT-FTCAM
IV. SIMULATION AND EVALUATION
This section presents all the simulation results obtained
from Network Simulator 2 (Version 2.35) [25] with the
manipulated variable on a number of source nodes arranged
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DAT-FTCAM
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Data-E2

Data-On

DSDV+
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Transition waiting
period

Data-O2

ND
1st cycle

AODV+

1.0

1 Sum H cycle time
Sequence no. 1
Data packets

Value
Wireless channel/802.11/Two ray ground
DropTail/PriQueue
12 – 120 (increased by 12 nodes each
variation)
100 (pkts) AODV+, DSDV+/50 (pkts)
DAT-FTCAM
TCP – DelAck/Constant bit rate (CBR)

Throughput fairness index

routing overhead and routes data in a predefined dual
interleaving path between a sender and a destination node.

A network with DAT-FTCAM has achieved a throughput
fairness index above 0.99/1.0 from a network of 12 nodes to a
network of 120 nodes. While for both AODV+ and DSDV+
shown a similar degrading pattern below 0.733 and 0.3687
respectively in the same network setup of a network of 12
nodes to a network of 120 nodes. Appropriately calculating
the delayed acknowledgement timeout ensure a timely slot
for every source node in
DAT-FTCAM
instead
of
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aggressive and concurrent data transmission. The time slot
and reducing the advertised window in DAT-FTCAM also
eliminates the number of passive nodes in a network. The
results have indicated that with the implementation of
DAT-FTCAM in a pipeline network ensures a balanced and
equal share in network allocation with optimal throughput
fairness index.
The DAT-FTCAM will be a feasible choice to be
implemented on a pipeline network where a fair share of
network resources is critical.
B. Received data packet variation
The received data packet variation as shown in Figure 5 is
the other parameter measure network fairness, especially in a
pipeline network. The results were interpreted in percentage
rather than the number of the received data packet as a
normalised value for better comparison. The results indicated
the received data packet variation in percentage for
DAT-FTCAM is relatively lower by half as compared with
AODV+ and DSDV+ from a network of 12 nodes to a
network of 120 nodes. For compared techniques, the effect on
received data packet variation is proportional to the network
density.

Fig. 6. Graph on throughput (Kbps) against the number
of source nodes
The AODV+ and DSDV+ have a similar throughput curve
pattern below 30 Kbps while DAT-FTCAM has a significant
difference of 54 Kbps at 12 nodes to 96 Kbps at 120 nodes.
The time slot for source nodes in DAT-FTCAM established a
non-aggressive data transfer and allocated equal data
transmission opportunity for all source nodes in a network. A
network with DAT-FTCAM enables higher data packet
transfer by retaining optimal throughput fairness index as
shown in Figure 5 which makes it a desirable choice for a
pipeline network.
D. Delivery ratio

Fig. 5. Graph on received data packet variation against
the number of source nodes
C. Throughput
A network that can achieve higher throughput within the
available resources is always a desirable performance metrics
in a WSN. The throughput results shown in Figure 6
indicated that a network with DAT-FTCAM outperforms
AODV+ and DSDV+ from a network of 12 nodes to a
network
of
120
nodes.
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The results on the delivery ratio as shown in Figure 7
indicated a network can achieve a constant rate of above 99%
from a network of 12 nodes to a network of 120 nodes with
the implementation of DAT-FTCAM as compared with
AODV+ and DSDV+. Generally, AODV+ and DSDV+ have
a degrading effect on the delivery ratio rate up to 63% and
33% respectively. The time slot for source nodes in
DAT-FTCAM established a non-aggressive data transfer and
allocated equal data transmission opportunity for all source
nodes in a network to ensure higher data transfer rate. A
network with higher delivery ratio indicates the optimum use
of available network resources that is measured in
throughput. The packet collision can be minimised with
DAT-FTCAM since every source node data packet were
acknowledged at a different time interval with a minimum
number of the advertised window. Hence, the
implementation of DAT-FTCAM has also indicated a more
reliable and scalable network in a pipeline network.
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10.

V. CONCLUSION
This paper presents the outcome of the DAT-FTCAM
associated with a TCP agent which was designed to achieve
optimal throughput fairness index for a pipeline network.
The node location and separation between a sender and a
recipient in a linear arrangement is a crucial factor to
network imbalance or unfairness that contributes to note
starvation. Node starvation significantly contributes to the
overall network performance in a WSN. Implementing the
DAT-FTCAM through a mathematical formulation to
determine an ideal delayed acknowledgement timeout for
source nodes and lowering the advertised window size
enhances the overall network performance in a pipeline
network. Furthermore, this technique improves the resources
sharing in a network and reduce the data packet collisions in
a network.
The proposed DAT-FTCAM is feasible for deployment on
a pipeline network with DI-LSR to achieve a throughput
fairness index of above 0.99 (99%) with zero passive nodes
which were verified through NS2. The simulation results
also show significant increases in throughput (Kbps) by 97%
as compared with other fairness models. The unique
formulation in DAT-FTCAM retains the throughput fairness
index along with throughput for a scalable pipeline network.
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